Kalman filtering has become a powerful framework for solving data assimilation problems. Of interest here are the low-rank filters which are computationally efficient for solving large-scale data assimilation problems. Together with theoretical aspects on the basis of which some common low-rank filters are designed, the paper also presents numerically comparative results of data assimilation using an air pollution model. The performance of such filters, as depending on the distance between the measurement locations and emission points, is investigated.
Introduction
Originally designed for guidance problems, the Kalman filter [1] has a long history of merging models and measurements in electrical engineering and control. The growing availability of cheap computing power during the last decade made the filter approach feasible for large air pollution models too. Kalman filtering represents a powerful framework for solving data assimilation problems [2] . For the implementation of a Kalman filter, the evolution of the state and observation of measurements can be described with the stochastic system:
with x t [k] ∈ R n being the true state vector at time t[k], A[k] a deterministic model, η[k] ∈ R n a Gaussian distributed model error (zero mean, covariance Q), and y o
[k] ∈ R r a vector of observations with ν[k] the representation error (Gaussian with zero mean and covariance R). The superscripts t, o, and later on f and a refer to the true, observed, forecasted and analyzed entities, respectively. We also mention that the time indices for A and H will be omitted in the following equations, assuming that the time is implied by the state where the operators act on.
The aim of the filter operations is to obtain the meanx a and covariance P a for the probability density of the true state. The filter equations for this system contain the forecast stage given by:
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(I − KH )P f (I − KH ) + KRK , arbitrary gain K.
In the case of a large model, the propagation of the covariance matrix in (2) represents the most expensive part in the full rank filter. If A is defined by an n × n matrix, then the dynamical model is called 2n times to perform the operation A(AP) . Limitation of both the number of model evaluations as well as the storage requirements will be achieved in this study by reducing the rank of the covariance matrix.
Bierman [3] proposed to write the equations for the Kalman filter using the factorization P = SS . Numerical inaccuracies made in the computation and storage of the matrix S will never affect the property of the positive definiteness of P. Inaccuracies will even be reduced, since the condition number of S is only the square root of the condition number of P.
The idea of factorization is useful to reduce the storage requirements of P. Consider a covariance matrix P written as the product of a rectangular matrix square root S and its transpose:
In order to obtain the Kalman filter in square root form, apart from the previous factorization P = SS for the covariance of the true state, we also introduce the factorizations Q = TT and R = UU for the covariance of the forecast and representation error, respectively. Further, a matrix Ψ = H S is introduced for the mapping of the forecast covariance root to the observation space.
After (2), the forecasts of mean and covariance become:
The second formula in (6) is able to reduce both the computational complexity and the numerical inaccuracies, since the condition number of S f or S a is only the square root of the condition number of P f and P a , respectively. The introduction of a forecast error leads to the extension of the square root with the columns of T. Each new column introduces a new direction for the uncertainty of the state vector. To prevent the number of modes from growing to infinity, filter algorithms based on factorizations include approximations or mechanisms to avoid the growth, for example avoiding the use of dynamic noise completely, projection of T on the base spanned by AS, or reduction of the number of columns whenever necessary. If T is to be added to the covariance square root, the degree of freedom in the system noise (rank of T) should be of order 10-100 to keep the storage and propagation of the covariance square root within feasible bounds. This paper presents mathematical aspects of some Kalman filters in factorized form, together with comparative numerical results obtained by applying such filters to data assimilation problems. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly describe some factorized filters, namely the: Reduced Rank Square Root (RRSQRT) filter, Partially Orthogonal Ensemble Kalman (POENK) filter and its variant (COFFEE), also including the Ensemble Kalman filter. In Section 3, the performance of the various algorithms is illustrated by numerical tests carried out with an advection-diffusion model application. The last section contains some concluding remarks.
Description of some factorized filters

RRSQRT filter
In the Reduced Rank SQuare RooT (RRSQRT) formulation of the Kalman filter, the covariance matrix is expressed in a limited number of (orthogonal) modes, which are re-orthogonalized and truncated to a fixed number during each time step. The basic formulation is a direct translation of the linear Kalman filter into its square root formulation, leading to:
Generally, the algorithm is initialized with an empty covariance square root; new columns are added at every time step due to the introduction of system noise T in (7) . For each of the m modes stored in S, the forecast of the covariance requires one evaluation of the model A. The analysis steps (9)-(11) are usually implemented in the form of a sequential update for scalar measurements. An important part of the RRSQRT algorithm is the reduction of the covariance square root (12). With the introduction of system noise in (7), the number of modes has grown from m to m + q, where q is the number of columns in T (rank of Q). The reduction step reduces the size to m again. Matrix V contains the eigenvectors of (S a ) S a corresponding with the largest m eigenvalues. The new matrix S aṼ represents an approximation of S, maintaining the largest singular vectors. In term of computational costs, the most expensive part of the RRSQRT filter is formed by the propagation of the modes in (7), when for each mode the model should be called once. The reduction should therefore reduce the number of modes as far as possible.
Ensemble filter
In comparison with the RRSQRT filter, which is based on the factorization of the covariance matrix, the ENsemble Kalman Filter (ENKF) is based on the convergence of large numbers. Both approaches lead to a lowrank approximation of the covariance matrix. The ensemble filter was introduced by Evensen [4] for assimilation of data in oceanographic models.
The essential idea behind the ensemble filter is to express the probability function of the state in an ensemble of possible states {ξ 1 , . . . , ξ N }. Each ensemble member is assumed to be a single sample out of the distribution of the true state. Whenever necessary, statistical moments are approximated with sample statistics:
The sample statistics will always converge to the true values with increasing ensemble size. However, the convergence is rather slow (order 1/ √ m), and this is the only serious disadvantage of the ensemble filter. Evensen [5] stated that for practical ensemble sizes of O(100), the errors in the filter will be dominated by statistical noise. To remove a part of the statistical noise, Houtekamer and Mitchell [6] used a cutoff radius after which correlations are ignored whenever these are extracted from the ensemble.
An important difference between the pair (x, P) of the Kalman or factorized filter and the ensemble statistics (13) is that the latter are much more connected with each other. In traditional Kalman filters,x and P are processed more or less independently of each other. The meanx is analyzed using a gain matrix computed from P, but P is never affected byx; the covariance and gain could even be computed off-line.
It is possible to reformulate the ensemble in terms of a (sample) covariance square root:
Each ensemble member defines a rank one covariance matrix e k e k . We notice that at least two ensemble members are required to provide a sample mean and sample covariance. This is no different for the filters based on factorizations, which require at least two states for the mean and covariance too: the mean itself and one mode for a rank-one covariance matrix. The filter equations for the ensemble filter are different from the previously described factorized filters in their operating on an ensemble of states instead of a mean and covariance factor. Given an initial ensemble of states describing a range of possible true states, a forecast of the statistics for the true state at a future time is simply obtained from propagated ensemble members. In case of a non-linear model, the propagation becomes:
where a sample of the system noise is obtained from a random generator. Whenever measurements are available, each of the ensemble members is analyzed with a linear gain:
where
The vectors ν j denote samples of the representation error, drawn from a random generator.
With P e and R e being the sample covariances of the vectors ξ j and ν j respectively, this analysis scheme leads to an analyzed mean and covariance given by (a bar denotes an ensemble mean):
The last two terms converge to zero with order 1/ √ m. If these terms are omitted, the analysis scheme produces what is expected from (4) for the analysis of covariance P e with an arbitrary gain matrix K. The ensemble analysis (16) is independent of the gain matrix used. Under the assumption that the probability densities of both state and measurements are close to Gaussian, a gain matrix for the ensemble filter might be formed using the ensemble covariance:
Hybrid approaches: POENK and COFFEE filters
A new direction in the implementation of low-rank filters is the use of two filters next to each other. The combination should compensate for errors made in one or both of the individual filters.
The Partially Orthogonal ENsemble Kalman filter (POENK) runs a RRSQRT filter next to an ENKF. The basic idea is to let the RRSQRT part compute the bulk of the covariance structure, as described in the first modes. The ENKF part should account for the truncation error, by introducing directions in the covariance matrix that have been lost during the reduction. This procedure incorporates the advantages of both filter types, and accounts for their major disadvantages. Ensemble filters suffer from a lack of convergence; many ensembles are required before sample mean and correlations are stable. An ensemble filter is able to estimate and maintain any correlation introduced by the stochastic model, however. The reverse holds for the RRSQRT filter; a few modes are sufficient to describe the main part of the covariance structure, but some of the correlation structure is lost during the reduction.
The gain matrix used in the POENK filter is computed with a covariance matrix P poen formed from the covariances in the two underlying filters. The bulk of P poen is obtained from covariances P rr of the RRSQRT part, and the remainder from a projection of the ensemble covariance on the orthogonal complement of P rr :
The gain in (18) is used to analyze both thex f and S f of the RRSQRT part, and the ensemble members in the ENKF part. The new gain matrix K poen acts as a variance reducer for the enesemble, since the ensemble mean is less sensitive to fluctuations due to small ensemble sizes [7] . It is efficiently computed using the square root S poen of P poen . Expressed in the square root S from the RRSQRT part and the 'ensemble square root' E defined in (14), the square root S poen is computed from: where is the projection matrix on the subspace spanned by the columns of S. Thus, the covariance square root of the POENK filter is obtained by adding a number of columns to S rr equal to the ensemble size. A variant of POENK filter is the Complementary Orthogonal subspace Filter For Efficient Ensembles (COFFEE) algorithm (see [8] for details). 
Computational issues with an advection-diffusion model
The performances of four types of low-rank filters (RRSQRT, ENK, POENK and COFFEE) were tested during a filter experiment with simulated data. We used some slightly modified versions of Matlab routines originally created by Verlaan et al. [8] .
In comparison with the study of Verlaan et al. [8] , in which the locations of the measurement and emission points are spread on the whole domain (Case III below), here we also take into consideration other two particular cases. Thus, we will distinguish on the whole domain two straight lines of points: a horizontal line containing only emission points placed in the lower part of the domain and another horizontal line constructed only with measurement points situated in the upper part of the domain. The situation where the distance between the two horizontal lines is small is analyzed in Case I. The increase of this distance (the distance between measurements and emission points) is studied in Case II. The motivation of the introduction in our analysis of Case I and Case II comes from real-life applications, when not the whole area of the space domain is qualified as accessible for measurement points. As a model under investigation, we consider the 2-D advection-diffusion equation: with a square domain and zero initial conditions. The concentration at the boundary is zero for inflow. We set the diffusion coefficient ν = 0.2 and define the wind velocities u and v as follows: Here, vel.scale denotes the velocity scale computed at the value 0.06 (2 * 0.9 divided by 30, the maximum number of grid points in one direction), (x grid , y grid ) denotes the current grid point, and by (xc vortex , yc vortex ) we specify the center of the vortex. We used a backward Lagrangian scheme to discretize these equations on a 30 × 30 grid. The velocity field is considered known and constant in time with a vortex located in the middle of the domain. In Cases I and II a reference solution was generated by inserting constant emissions at five pollution locations, equally spaced on a straight horizontal line at the grid cells {(5, 10), (10, 10), (15, 10), (20, 10), (25, 10)}. The increase of concentration per timestep for these location was set to {0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0.2, 0.2}, respectively.
In the same manner, the reference solution for Case III was generated by inserting constant emissions at grid cells {(6, 6), (8, 10) , (20, 9), (7, 19) , (23, 20)}. The increase of concentration per timestep for these location was maintained at the same values as in Cases I and II. We want to point out that the pollution locations within a certain analysed case (I, II or III) have different mean pollution rates, but identical values of these rates for the corresponding pollution points in all three cases. Thus, the third point (with the coordinates (15, 10) in Cases I and II, and (20, 9) in Case III) has the biggest mean pollution rate among all the five points. It follows, in this order, the second, the fifth, the first and finally, the fourth points. We can remark in Figs. 1-24 that the pollution location with the biggest mean pollution rate is surrounded by many streamlines shifted to the right by the wind velocity. In Case I, the measurements were generated from simulated true concentrations, which were computed by adding fluctuations to the mean emissions according toz j (k + 1) = γ jz j (k) + z j (k), with independent Gaussian white noise processes with E{z j (k)} = 0 and Var{z j (k)} = 1. The index j refers to measurement locations (3, 18) , (6, 18) , (9, 18), (12, 18), (15, 18), (18, 18), (21, 18), (24, 18), (27, 18), and γ j is a decay per step corresponding to the measurement location. The 9 measurement locations are placed on a horizontal line at a distance (measured vertically) of 8 grid points from the line defined by the pollution locations. The measurement locations in Case II are defined by the following coordinates of the grid cells: (3, 28), (6, 28), (9, 28), (12, 28), (15, 28), (18, 28), (21, 28), (24, 28), (27, 28). Therefore, the distances between the emission points and measurement locations are now greater than that in Case I (the distances of 18 grid points measured vertically).
In the last case under study (Case III), the measurement locations are given by the grid points: (3, 10), (12, 4), (27, 18), (14, 11), (22, 3), (10, 10), (14, 21), (22, 11), (6, 24) . Finally, white observational noise with a variance of 0.1 was added to the true concentrations. To compare the performance of the different filters with each other, the root mean square (RMS) errors were computed:
where c m,n (k) are the exact generated concentrations andĉ m,n (k) are the estimates computed, N x is the number of gridpoints in one direction and N t is the number of timesteps.
If the RMS errors of all experiments are compared (see Tables 1-4 ), the RRSQRT algorithm seems to have a robust behaviour for this particular application. The filter provides an accurate and constant result at a level of required model evaluations where the other algorithms still suffer from random fluctuations. Even for small numbers of modes, the results are more accurate than what could be achieved with an ENKF approach with a comparable ensemble size. These results show that the convergence of the RRSQRT filter is much faster than the convergence of the ensemble filter. In Figs. 1-24 the concentration fields of the truth-run and the reference-run are shown after N t = 100 timesteps. The + signs indicate the measurement locations and the diamond-signs the locations of the emissions. It can be noticed clearly that the true fields are perturbed with time-varying fluctuations, while the reference solutions only contain a steady emission which is advected and spreading smoothly.
In Figs. 1-6 we show the concentrations calculated using an RRSQRT filter at the final time k = 100 for 30 ensemble members. We present the assimilation results both for 5 and 25 modes as well. We remark that the RRSQRT filter for the settings (q, N ) = (5, 30) do not perform well, creating spurious streamlines inside the domain. Its RMS error is 1.447 for Case I, 1.068 for Case II and 0.9295 for Case III (see Table 1 ). Increasing the number of modes to q = 25, we obtain better results, with RMS errors diminished at the values 0.482, 0.562 and 0.351 for the Cases I, II and III, respectively. An improved assimilation result can be seen in Figs. 2, 4 and 6. We notice that the RMS error obtained in Case I is smaller than the RMS error in Case II. This fact strongly motivates the decision that the positions of the measurement locations are to be settled as closely as possible (or in any case, not far) to the pollution locations. The same decrease of RMS errors is found when one uses POEN and COFFEE filters (see Tables 3 and 4 ). The assimilation results of the concentrations calculated with The ENK filter are contained in Figs. 7-12. The ensemble filter suffers from statistical noise due to the use of a random number generator. Large values of RMS errors are obtained for small number of ensemble members (see Table 2 ).
In Figs. 13-24 the results for the Partially Orthogonal Ensemble Kalman filter and Complementary Orthogonal Filter For Efficient Ensembles are presented at the final time k = 100. We observe that both the POENK filter and the COFFEE algorithm have a more robust behaviour for small ensemble sizes than RRSQRT and ENSEMBLE filters. 
Concluding remarks
In this study, four different low-rank filters have been implemented in a 2-D advection-diffusion model; these are based on factorization (RRSQRT filter), ensemble statistics (ENKF), or on hybrid approaches (the POENKF combining an RRSQRT and ENKF filter, and its variant the COFFEE filter). All four methods were found to be suitable for assimilating data with stochastic varying emissions. The ensemble filter suffers from statistical noise due to the use of a random number generator; the results still show a large spread where an RRSQRT filter with comparable costs has already converged. As a consequence, the POENKF filter also suffers from the same statistical noise in its ENKF part. Due to the fast convergence and accurate results reached with the RRSQRT filter, the benefit of additional random directions in the gain of the POENKF is limited. For comparable costs, the RRSQRT filter produces stable and more accurate results than ENKF or POENK and COFFEE filters. The results also indicated that it is favourable for data assimilation that the observation points be located as closely as possible to the emission points, since the RMS errors of all experiments showed a decrease of their values when this was done. In the near future, we intend to study the behaviour of such filters when one takes into consideration a vortex (or several vortices) with time depending positions inside the assimilation domain, thus capturing much more accuracy the actual features of complex atmospheric turbulences.
